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TRANSFORMATION GROUPS ON SPHERES WITH TWO 
TYPES OF ORBITS? 
GLEN E. BREDON 
(Receiued 10 July 1963) 
#I. INTRODUCTION 
IN THE paper we classify actions of a compact connected Lie group G on a sphere Sm such 
that G has exactly two types of orbits, one of which has dimension m - 2 and the other of 
smaller positive dimension. (Two orbits G(x) and G(_v) are said to be of the same type if 
the isotropy groups G, and G, are conjugate.) Most of the actions turn out to be equiva- 
lent to othogonal actions but some do not [2]. 
The orthogonal actions may be described most easily as follows. Let G c SO(n) be a 
group which acts transitiveli on the sphere S”-’ c E” in such a way that the isotropy 
group K at some point acts transitively on the unit tangent (n - 2)-sphere at this point with 
isotropy group H. Then the diagonal action of G on S’“-l c E” x E” has as isotropy groups 
precisely the conjugates of K and of H. 
Related actions of SO(n) on manifolds denoted by MT-l are constructed in [2]. For 
n odd, Mp-l is, topologically, a (2n - 1)-sphere and these examples complete the classi- 
fication. 
More precisely, we shall prove the following result. 
THEOREM. Let G be a compact connected Lie group acting effectively on a compact 
separable metric m - cm, M of jinite covering dimension with H*(M;Z) % H*(IF;Z). 
Assume that there are precisely two types of orbits, one of which consists of orbits of dimension 
(m - 2) and the other of orbits of smaller positive dimension. Then M is an m-sphere and 
m = 2n - 1 for some n 2 3. G is a subgroup of SO(n) which acts transitively on the unit 
tangent bundle of S”-’ (that is, G = SO(n), Spin(7) c SO(8), or Gz c SO(7)) and the action 
of G on M is equivalent either to the diagonal action of G on SZnV1 c E” x E” or, in the case 
G = SO(n) for n 2 5 and odd, to the action of G on Mi”-’ for some k > 0. These actions 
are mutually non-equivalent. In each case, G acts dyerentiably in some differentiable struc- 
ture on S” and this structure is unique up to equivariant dlreomorphism. 
The reason for the weak assumptions on M is to allow some inductive arguments to 
be made. For the notation m - cm see [l, Chapter I]. If L is a subgroup of G, Lo, T1 
t This research was partially supported by National Science Foundation grant no. G-24943. 
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Iv(L), and Z(L) denote, respectively, the identity component of L, a maximal torus in L, 
the normalizer of L and the centralizer of L. If G acts on a space M, F(G,M) denotes the 
set of stationary points of G on M. An orbit type is a conjugacy class of isotropy groups 
and is denoted by (L) where L is a representative of the class. The ineffective part of G 
on M means the normal subgroup (9 E Gig(x) = x for all x E M} of G and G is said to be 
almost effective (respectively, effective) if this subgroup is finite (respectively, trivial). If 
M is a cmz then there is a minimal orbit type [I, Chapter IX] called the principal orbit 
type. We use the notation M - N to mean that M and N are both cohomology manifolds 
over Z and Hf(M;Z) x Hf(N;Z) for all i. dim denotes integral cohomology dimension 
[I, Chapter I]. 
The main task in proving the theorem is the determination of the triple (G&H) 
where (K) and (H) are the two types of orbits of G on M. This is accomplished in §§I11 
and IV. From this knowledge the action of G on M is reconstructed in $§V and VI thereby 
proving the theorem except for the last statement which is treated in #VII. 
#II. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
With G and M as in the Theorem we let H and K be typical isotropy groups for the 
two types of orbits with H c K. Thus dim G/H = m - 2 and dim H < dim Kc dim G. 
Let U (respectively B) be the set of points in M with isotropy groups conjugate to H (respec- 
tively to K), that is, the points on principal and singular orbits respectively. Let (I* and 
B* be the images of lJ and B in M*, the orbit space of M. It is known [4] that M* is a 
two-manifold with boundary B*. 
LEMMA (2.1). M* is a 2-disk. 
Proof. (If M were simply connected, this would be well-known, but we cannot make 
this assumption.) Using the Leray spectral sequence of the map M - M* and the fact 
that the orbits are connected, we have 
since H’(M;Z) = 0. The lemma follows immediately. 
Let p E B with G, = K. Note that near p this transformation group satisfies the hypo- 
theses of [l, Chapter XV, 1.51 and hence K/H- Sns2 for some n 5 3. By the method of 
[6] we can construct a cross-section $ : M* - p* - M - G(p) such that Gti,x,(,, = H for 
x E U* and G,,,, = K for x E B* - p* (local cross-sections are given by [I, Chapter XV, 
1.51 and may be pieced together by the method of [6]). Let Q* E B* -/J* and y = II/( 
We define an equivariant retraction cp : M - GQ) - G(q) by cp(d$(x*)) = g(q). -nv.x 
E = (p-‘(q) = K(II/(M* -p*)) is a slice at q (see [I, Chapter VIII]) and, by the second 
description of E, we see that E is homeomorphic to the open cone over K/H times the real 
line. Thus E - E”. Consider the bundle M - G(p) --+ G(q) which has typical fibre E 
and structure group K. Considering the spectral sequence with compact supports of this 
bundle, we see that 
(I) H;(M - G(p)) a Hi-“tG(q);H;(E)) 
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With coefficients in Z2 we have H’(G(p);Z,) = Hf(M - G(p);Z2) 2 HZ-“(G(q);Z,) = 0 
(since n 2 3) and hence G/K z G(p) is orientable. Moreover, K preserves orientation on 
G(q) and on M - G(p) since G is connected. It follows that K preserves orientation on E 
and thus H:(E;Z) x Z in (I) forms a simple system of coefficients. Hence, H:‘(M - G(p)) 
x Hi-“(G(q)) for any coefficients, and from the exact cohomology sequence of M mod G(p) 
we obtain easily that 
(2) 
(n - 1 must divide m - n). We shall show later that G/K z S”-‘. 
The following lemma will be useful for inductive arguments. 
LEMMA (2.2). Let S be any tom1 subgroup of H and ussume that dim (Z(S) n K) > 
dim (Z(S) n H). Then Z(S) has exuctiy IWO types of orbits, namely (Z(S) n K) and 
(Z(S) n H), on F(S,M) and, moreover, the natural map F(S,M)/Z(S) - - M* is u homeo- 
morphism. 
Proof: Note that, since U* z E2, U is equivariantly homeomorphic to E2 x G/H. 
A computation shows that F(S,G/H) consists of a finite number of orbits of Z(S), all of the 
form (Z(S)gH)/H (where g is in the normalizer of a maximal torus of G containing S). 
(For details of this, see [3, $21.) Similarly for F(S,G/K). It follows that the orbit types of 
Z(S) on F(S,U) are locally constant and hence all of them are principal for the action of 
Z(S) on F(S,M). Moreover, each component of F(S,U)/Z(S) is homeomorphic (via the 
natural map) to U* x E2. The same argument (locally) on F(S,B) shows that FlS,B)/Z(S) 
is a l-manifold (possibly disconnected). Since Z(S) n K has higher dimension than 
Z(S) n H we see that Z(S) has singular orbits on F(S,M) and hence, by the argument of 
Lemma (2-l), F(S,M)/Z(S) is a two dimensional disk. F(S,B)/Z(S) must be the boundary 
of this disk for otherwise its complement F(S,U)/Z(S) would have components which are 
not homeomorphic to E’. Thus F(S,U) and F(S,B) are both connected and hence F(S,G/H) 
is connected and consists of just one orbit of Z(S). It follows that the map F(S,U)/Z(S) 
- U* is a homeomorphism and thus F(S,B)/Z(S)----, B* must also be a homeomor- 
phism (it is a local homeomorphism and must have degree one). Thus F(S,G/K) also 
consists of just one orbit of Z(S) (which must have type (Z(S) n K)). This completes 
the proof. 
Note that the effective part of the action of Z(S) on F(S,M) satisfies the hypotheses 
of the theorem provided Z(S) Q K. 
It will be convenient, in this section and in the next, to assume that G acts only almost 
effectively on M, but that G is the product of simply connected simple groups and (possibly) 
a torus. 
If n is odd, then rank tf = rank K - I. Also, by (2), the Euler characteristic h(G/K) 
of G/K is non-zero, and hence rank G = rank K. 
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Consider the action of Z(T,) on F(T,,M). This satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 
(2.2), since rank K > rank H, and therefore the natural map F(T,,M)/Z(T,) ----, M* is 
a homeomorphism. Thus 
Z(T,,)K F(T,,G/K) = K a Z(Td/T, 
Z(T,) n KIT,’ 
By [I, Chapter III, 4.4 and Chapter VI, 1.11 we see that ch(G/K) = ch(F(T,,G/K)) and 
since Z(T,)/T, has rank one, it follows that the latter is either one or two. By formula (2) 
we have ch(G/K) = 2 (since G # K) and therefore G/K - S”-‘. 
Since n - 1 is even, it follows from [3] that G/K is an (n - l)-sphere and hence K is 
connected. We will now show that G acts almost effectively on G/K. If not, then G = G’ 
x G”, where G” is the component of the identity of the ineffective part of G on G/K, and 
K = K’ x G” for some K’ c G’ (since K has’maximal rank). Let S be a maximal torus of 
G” and consider F(S,M) 3 B. If F(S,M) = B then the cohomology sphere F(S,M) is fibred 
by (n - 1)-spheres over the circle B*. This is impossible and thus S is contained in some 
conjugate of H. We may assume that S c H. 
LetH”=(HnG”),andH = (H n G’),. Since S c H” we have that rank H’ = rank 
G - 1 and thus H’ x H” is a normal subgroup of H of maximal rank in H. Hence H,, = 
H’ x H” and K/H, = K’/H’ x G”/H”. This must be an (n - 2)-sphere [3] and, since 
H’ # K’, we have H” = G” which contradicts the assumption that G is almost effective on M. 
We claim also that K is almost effective on K/H. If not then K cannot be simple and, 
since G/Km S’-‘, we must have that G % Bz, K x Dz, and Ho is one of the factors of K. 
Thus there is a “diagonal” circle subgroup T c K which is regular in K but singular in G. 
T is not conjugate to a subgroup of H, as is seen from the action of the Weyl group of 
G on TG. Thus F(T,M) c B and dim F(T,M) = 1 + dim F(T,G/K) = 3. But then the 
integral cohomology 3-sphere F(T,M) is fibred over B* w S’ which is impossible. 
By [3] we now know that G x B1 and K x DI where n = 2Z+ 1 (or G z Gz, K z Az 
and n = 7). But K/H - S”-* and hence H x B1_, (respectively H =:A,) by [3] and the 
knowledge of the homogeneous paces which are spheres (see [8] for references). 
SIV. THE CASE II EVEN 
Again we assume that G is a product of simply connected simple groups and a torus 
and that G acts almost effectively on M. 
Let n = 2(1+ 1) be even. Then rank H = rank K. By a theorem of Bore1 [I, Chapter 
XIII, 2.31, G has rank at most one greater than the rank of K (otherwise every torus of 
codimension one in the maximal torus of G has an empty fixed point set on M). However, 
if rank G = rank K, then H*(G/K;R) vanishes in odd degrees contrary to (2). Thus rank 
G=rankK+ I. 
We claim that G/K is an (n - I)-sphere and that G z 1),.+ 1, A’ x B, and If x I), (01 
G x B,, K x G2 and H x A,). We prove this by induction on rank G. The proof consists 
mainly of the next seven lemmas. 
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Let K,, = K’*L and H 0 = H’+L, where L is the component of the identity of the in- 
effective part of K on K/H. We shall show that L is trivial. Since K/H’ N S”, we know, 
by [3], that K’ x BI and H’ z D1 (or K’ = G2 and H’ w A2 and I = 3). 
LEMMA (4.1). L has rank at most one. 
Proof. Let S be a torus of codimension one in TL such that dim F(S,M) > dim F(T,,M) 
(this exists by [l, Chapter XIII, 2.31). Consider the action of Z(S) on F(S,M). Now 
K’ c 26) is almost effective on F(S,M) since it is simple and since there is a point in 
F(S,M) with isotropy group Hz@ K’. Moreover, TL is effectively of rank one on F(S,M) 
by the choice of S. By Lemma (2.2) Z(S) has exactly two orbit types (Z(S) n H) and 
(Z(S) n K) on F(S,M) and has no stationary points since rank K < rank Z(S) = rank G. 
By the inductive hypothesis (since Z(S) has effective rank less than rank G), the effective 
part of Z(S) n K on F(S,M) should be simple contrary to the construction. 
LEMMA (4.2). TH is regular in G. 
Prooj: Consider the action of the rank one group iV(TR)/TH on F(Ta,M). The natural 
map F(T,,M)/N(T,) -+ M* is a homeomorphism by [l, Chapter XV, 2.71 and, since 
N(T,) n K and N(T,) n H have TII as identity component, it follows that Z(T,J/T= acts 
on F(T,,M) with all isotropy groups finite. If TH is singular then Z(T,)/Ttr x A, and dim 
F(T,,M) = 2 + dim F(T,,G/H) = 2 + dim (N(T,&TII) = 5. The Leray sheaf lof the orbit 
map F(T*,M) - F(T,,M)/Z(T,) with rational coefficients is constant with stalks R in 
degrees 0 and 3 and zero otherwise. Since the base space is two dimensional (actually it 
would have to be S2) it follows from the Leray spectral sequence that H3(F(T&4);R) # 0 
and thjs is a contradiction to F(T,,M) - S5. 
LEMMA (4.3). K and H are connected. 
Proof. It suffices to show that K is connected since K/H is a %&sphere [3]. Since 
H’(G/K) = 0 with any coefficients, it follows from the proof of [3, Lemma (1.3)] that 
K/K,, equals its own commutator subgroup. Since K0 = K’ *L, K’ k: BI (or G,) and L has 
rank at most one, it follows that Aut(KJ/Int(K,) is solvable (in fact, it is either 0 or Z,). 
Thus the automorphisms of K, induced by inner automorphisms of K are all inner. This 
implies, as in [3; $11, that Z(K,,) c Z(T,) touches every coset of K, in K. But Z(T,) is a 
maximal torus of G, since TK = TIi is regular, and it follows as in [3] that K/K, is abelian 
and hence it is trivial. (For a more detailed proof see [3, $11.) 
LEMMA (4.4). G and K are semi-simple. 
Proof. If G has a toral factor then this torus must be contained in K, since H’(G/K;R) 
= 0, and hence also in H, since rank H = rank K. But this would imply that G is not 
almost effective in M. Thus G is semi-simple. If K were not semi-simple then H2(G/K;R) 
would be non-zero contrary to (2). 
LEMMA (4.5). L is trivial. 
Proof. If not then L. x A, by (4.4). Now K’ x B, for 11 1 (or G,). We first consider 
the case in which K’ % B,. In this case K = K’ *L is totally non-homologous to zero in 
G for otherwise H4(G/K;R) would be non-zero, contrary to (2). But since rank G = rank 
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K+ 1 it follows that G/K is a rational cohomology sphere and by (2) and [3] we see that 
G/K x S3. If-G is not almost effective on G/K, then K’ must be normal in G. K’ would 
have two dimensional orbits on M 2- S’ and F(K’,M) = B would have dimension 4. By 
[I, Chapter XV, 1.6), B ‘Y S* contrary to the fact that B is fibred over B* sz S’. Thus G is 
almost effective on G/K x S3. This implies that L is trivial by the knowledge of the homo- 
geneous paces which are spheres. 
Now assume that K’ x BI for I L 2 (respectively, K’ x G2 and I= 3). Let S be a maxi- 
mal torus (circle subgroup) of L and consider the action of Z(S) on F(S,M). As in the 
proof of Lemma (4.1) we see that K’ c Z(S) is almost effective on F(S,M) and that Z(S) 
satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma (2.2). It follows from the inductive assumption that 
Z(S) is effectively of type D, + 1 (respectively, of type B,) and hence Z(S) = P. S where 
P z Dr+ i (respectively, P zs B3) since rank G = rank K + 1 = I + 2 (respectively, = 4). 
Since K’ is simple, K’ c P. Since P is simple and P+ S has maximal rank in G, P is contained 
in some simple factor G’ of G. Say G = G’ x G”. If G” is not trivial, then it has rank one 
and contains S. It follows that G” has no finite isotropy subgroups on M and, by [5] it 
must have fixed points. Thus G” c K and hence G” = L. But this would imply that G is 
not almost effective on M. Thus G is simple. However, K = K’.L is not simple which 
implies that H*(G/K;R) # 0 contrary to (2) (some three dimensional primitive class of K is 
not in the image of H*(G;R) --+ H*(K;R) and hence produces a four dimensional coho- 
mology class of G/K). This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA (4.6). K is totally non-homologous to zero in G. 
Proof. If not and if K x Bi (respectively K z G,) then H’(G/K;R) would be non-zero 
for one of the degrees i = 4, 8, . . . ,4/ (respectively, i = 4,12). This contradicts (2) since 
(n - I) is odd and 2(n - I) = 41+ 2 (respectively, 2(n - 1) = 14). 
LEMMA (4.7). G is almost eflectire on G/K. 
Proof If not then, since K is simple by Lemma (4.5), we must have that K is normal 
in G. This is impossible because of Lemmas (4.2) and (4.4). 
We now finish the proof that G, K. H are as claimed. Since rank G = rank K + 1, 
Lemma (4.6) shows that G/K is a rational cohomology sphere. By (2) Lemma (4.3) and 
[3], G/K z S”-‘. Since K z B, (respectively, K x GJ, the list of homogeneous paces which 
are spheres shows that G z D, + I (respectively, G z B,). 
In @iI and IV it was assumed that G acted almost effectively on M, but then the in- 
eflective part of G is precisely center(G) n H and we obtain easily from the results of the 
previous sections that, when G is effective, then the triple (G,K.H) is of the form (SO(n), 
SO(n - I), SO(n - 2)), (G,,SU(3), SU(2)). or (Spin(7). Gz, SU3)). Moreover, from this, 
G is seen to be effective on G/K z S”-’ and K is effective on K/H z Se-'. It is known [7] 
that there is a faithful representation ofG as a subgroup of SO(n) such that K = G A SO(n - I). 
Moreover it may be assumed that H = G n SO(II - 2) for the same reasons. Thus it is 
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easily checked that the triples (G,K,H) are precisely those triples such that G acts transi- 
tively and effectively on the (n - 1) sphere G/K in such a way that the isotropy group K 
at some point acts transitively on the unit tangent sphere at that point with isotropy group 
H. Note that, since dim G/H = 2n - 3 we now have that M = dim M = dim G/H + 2 
=2n- 1. 
We will need some information about N(K) and N(H). Although this can be obtained 
directly, we shall gain this information by considering the action of G c O(n) on S”-‘. 
The set F(K,G/K) = fl(K)/K consists of exactly two points since K is transitive on the 
unit tangent sphere at a fixed point. Since G/H is the unit tangent bundle of G/K it follows 
that F(H,G/H) is the unit tangent bundle of F(H,G/K). Also F(H,G/K) is just the suspen- 
sion of F(H,K/H) # 0. It follows that dim F(H,G/H) = dim N(H)/H > 0. Since rank G = 
rank H + 1 it follows that N(H),, = H*L where L has rank one. Now L is transitive on 
N(H),/H which is a component of N(H)/H = F(H,G/H) the unit tangent bundle of F(H,G/K) 
F(H,G/K) is a sphere of some positive dimension and, its being connected implies that L 
is transitive on F(H,G/K). The ineffective part of L on F(H,G/K) is the same as that on 
F(H,G/H) = N(H)/H and the latter is L n H. Thus the group L’ = L/(L A H) acts effect- 
ively and transitively on F(H,G/K). Since L has the same dimension (1 or 3) as the unit 
tangent bundle of F(H,G/K) we see that 
F(H,G/K) x f: 
if dim L = 1 
ifdimL=3 
and that L’ x SO(2) or L’ x SO(3) respectively. Let K’ = (L n K)/(L A H) c L’ and 
IV’ = (L n N(K)/(L n H) c L’. Then it follows that K’ (respectively N’) is the subgroup 
of L’ which leaves the two point subset F(K,G/K) of NH,G/K) pointwise fixed (respectively, 
invariant). Thus N’/K’ x Z2 and 
K’ x I@) ifdimL=l 
1 SO(2) if dim L = 3. 
Note that when n is even, TH .is regular by Lemma (4.2), and hence dim (L) = 1. It 
follows that the only cases for which dim(L) could be 3 are those for which (G,K,H) is 
@O(3), SO(2), SO(l)) or (G2, SU(3), SU(2)). That this is indeed the situation in these. 
two cases may be seen by noting that F( H, K/ H) z S’ in both casesand hence F(H,G/K) 5r S’. 
LEMMA (5.1). F(K,M) x S’. 
Proof: Since F(K,G/K) consists of two points, F(K,M) is a double covering of B* % S’. 
Thus F(K,M) is either a circle or two circles. 
In case n is odd, rank G = rank K = rank H + 1 and hence F(T,,M) c B. But 
F(T,,G/K) consists of two points, since TK is a maximal torus of G and since G/K x S”-I. 
Thus F(K,M) = F(T,,M) must be a cohomology sphere (and hence it is a circle). 
In case n is even, TK = T,, is regular and it follows that dim F(T,,,M) = dim F(T,,G/H) 
+ 2 = 3. Thus F(T,,,M) - S’. Now H and T,, have the same fixed point set (two points) 
on K/H z Snb2 and hence they also have the same fixed point set on G/K (the suspension 
of K/H) and on G/H (the unit tangent bundle of G/K). Thus F(H,M) = F(T,,M) - S3. 
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Now F(H,K/Zf) = (K n N(H)/H z 2, so that F(K,M) c F(K n N(H), J(H,M)) c B. Since 
F(H&) N S3, FCK n N(H), F(H,M)) is a sphere and is fibred over B* m S’. Hence 
F(K n N(H), F(H,M)) is a circle and the subset F(KM) must also be a circle as claimed. 
The notation L, L’, K’, and N’ introduced in this section will be retained in all subse- 
quent sections. 
§VI. RECONSTRUCTION OF THE ACTION 
It will be convenient in this section to weaken the assumptions on M. Thus we shah 
assume only that M is a (2n - I)-cmx on which G acts with the two types of orbits (K) and 
(H) and with M* = M/G the 2-disk. Further, we assume that the triple (G,.K,H) is as in 
$V and that F&M) is a circle (see Lemma (5.1)). (Thus we allow spaces M which are 
not cohomology spheres.) Our aim is to classify such actions in this section. We shall 
retain the notation introduced in $V. 
We shah consider M* to be the unit disk in the complex plane. Let Mt and ML be 
the subsets of M* consisting respectively of points with non-negative and non-positive 
imaginary parts and let A* = MT n MZ. 
By the method of [6] we can construct cross-sections ‘p+ : Mf -M and 
cp_:Mf - M such that 
Glp+W =’ 1 H if 1x1 < 1 K if 1x1 = 1 
and similarly for cp_. We may assume that cp+(-1) = q-(-l). (Then q+(l) # q_(l) 
since F(K,M) is a circle which covers B* twice.) 
For x E A*, Ix] < 1, there is a unique element&) E N(H)/H such that 
f(x)(cp-(9) = cp+(x). 
Moreover, as x approaches - 1, fix) approaches the subset (N(H) n K)/H of N(H)/H. 
Since ‘p+ can be altered by multiplication by an element of N(H) n K we may assume that 
f(x) - (N(H) n K),/H as x - - 1 and hence that f(x) EN(H),/H for all x. 
Without changing notation we shall regard f’ as a function into L’ = L/L n H 
z N(H),/H. Then f(x) -- K’ as x - - 1 and necessarily f(x) --+ N’-K’as 
x --+ 1 (if f(x) - K’ as x -4 1 then F(K,M) would consist of two circles contrary to 
assumption). We shall call f the “comparison function” for the cross-sections ‘p+ and cp_. 
For the time being we shah restrict our attention to the case in which L’ is a circle 
(that is, all cases except G = SO(3) and G = G2). Later we will consider the modifications 
to be made in the other case. 
Since K’ = {e} and N’ = Zz, f can be extended uniquely to a continuous function 
from all of A* to L’ with f(- 1) = e and f(1) the non-trivial element of N’. 
Note that by changing the cross-section ‘p+ we can change f by any homotopy (rela- 
tive to the end points). That is, if $ : M*, --+ L’ is any map taking B* n M*, into (e}, 
then the comparison function for the cross-sections q_ and x ---+ $(x)cp+(x) is x - 
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I&)&)_ Thus f may be replaced by any map homotopic to it. Also note that if the 
roles of Mr and M*_ are reversed (that is, if we choose a different representation of M* as 
the unit disk in the complex plane) then the new comparison function can be taken to be 
x-(j(x))-‘. 
Moreover, the comparison function completely determines the space M and the action 
of G on M, up to equivalence, by the following well-known fact: 
LEMMA (6.1). Let G be a compact group and let Xl and X, be Hausdorfl spaces on 
which G acts as a topological transformation group. Let Ci c Xi (i = 1,2) be closed subsets 
such that G(C3 = Xi and let 9 : C1 -----, C, be a map such that for every g E G and x E C, 
such that g(x) E Cl we have J/(g(x)) = g(+(x)). Then J/ can be extended uniquely to an equi- 
variant map from X1 to X,. 
The proof of this Lemma as well as its implications in the present situation are easy 
and are left to the reader. 
Letting d be the absolute value of the degree of the map [ - l,l] - S’ obtained by 
following f by L’ - L’/N’ x S’, it follows that the odd positive integer d completely 
determines M and the action of G. It now suffices for us to exhibit examples of actions for 
all possible values of d. To this aim, we compute d for the actions of SO(n) (and Spin (7) 
c SO(8)) on the manifolds Mi”-l described in the companion paper [2]. 
We may regard the manifold Mi” - ’ as being obtained by attaching D” x S” -I to 
S”-’ x D” by means of the map tik : S”-’ x S”-‘-+Sn-l x S”-’ (defined in [2]). 
Let C be the intersection of D” with a two dimensional subspace of E” and let C be the union 
of two half disks C, and C-. Let x0 = y, be one of the two points C, n C- n ,!?-I. 
Then a cross section for the action of G on D” x S” - ’ (respectively S” - ’ x D”) is the subset 
J, = ((x,y,,)]x E C,} (respectively, J_ = {(xo,y)ly E C_}). We may assume that the 
representation of M* as the unit disk in the complex plane is such that J, is carried (homeo- 
morphically) onto Mf and J_ onto Mr. Note that the ‘curved parts’ {(x,y,J E J, 1 lixij 
= 1 } of J, and {<xe,y) E J- ) Ily II= 1 } of J_ are carried onto A*. (Explicit homeomor- 
phisms J, z M*, and J- z M*, would be complicated and pointless.) Now, if ]/x/I = 1 
= ]IyIj then (x,y,> and (x,,y) are in the same orbit of G if and only if the angle between 
x and ye equals that between x0 and y. However, by 1,9~, the point (x,y,,) E D” x S”-’ is 
identified with the point of S”-l x D” obtained by rotating x and ye towards x through an 
angle 2k times the angle between x and yO, It follows that the value of the comparison 
function at the point (xO,y)* E JII. = MZ ((xO;y) E J_ with l/yll = 1) must be an element of 
L’ represented by an element of L c G which rotates x0 and y towards x0 and through 
an angle equal to (2k + 1) times the angle between x0 and y. It follows immediately that 
d = 12k + 11 (we may take k 10 according to 121). 
Remark. Note that, since F(H,M:“-I ) is the lens spaceL(2k + 1 ,l) (when L’ is a circle), 
these transformation groups are definitely inequivalent for different values of k L 0. Also 
note that when n is even and k > 0, Mz”-’ is not an integral cohomology sphere. Thus, if we 
restrict M to be a cohomology sphere, then for G = SO(n) with n even and for G = Spin(7) 
c SO(8), (n = 8), only the orthogonal action of G occurs (the case k = 0). 
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It remains to consider the case in which dim L’ = 3 (and hence L’ fi: SO(3) since it is 
effective and transitive on F(H,G/K) x S’). Here K’ must be a circle subgroup of L’ and 
N’ its normalizer in L’. We cannot assert that the comparison functionfcan be extended 
to be continuous on the closed interval A* = [ - 1, I], however we can consider the class 
of mapsf: (-1,l) -4 L’ such that f(x) -+ K’ as x - - 1 and f(x) - N’ - K’ as 
r --3 1 and homotopies in this class. It is readily verified that, because there is a deform- 
ation of L’ into itself which retracts neighborhoods of K’ and of N’ - K’ into K’ and N’ - K 
respectively, every such map f is homotopic (through such maps) to the restriction of a 
continuous function on [- 1, I] to L’. However, there is exactly one homotopy class of 
mapsf: [-I, 11 - L’ with f( - 1) E K’ and f (1) E N’ - K’, and it follows, as before, 
that the transformation group (G,M) is unique (in each of the cases G % SO(3) and G x C,). 
SVII. DIFFERENTIABILITY 
To complete the proof of our theorem it now suffices to prove the uniqueness of the 
differentiable structure on M % S” for which the action of G is differentiable (Cm). 
Assume that G acts differentiably on the C” m-manifold M and satisfies the hypotheses 
of the Theorem. Then G acts by isometries with respect to some Riemannian metric on 
M. Consider a normal disk bundle (tubular neighborhood) to F(H,B) in the submanifold 
F(H,M) of M. (This is either a l-disk or a 2-disk bundle.according as dim (L) is 1 or 3, 
where L is as in §V.) Consider the part of this bundle over F(K,B) = F(K,M). Let Y be a 
small open set (an arc) in F(K,B). The part of the bundle over V is diffeomorphic to Y x D 
where D is a disk of dimension one or two. If J c D is a ray emanating from the origin 
of D, then V x J is a local cross-section at any point x E V of the orbit map M- M*. 
Thus we see that M* inherits a natural differentiable structure and that the orbit map 
admits local differentiable cross-sections at each point of which the isotropy group is 
either K or H. (This is clear near principal orbits.) 
Since there is only one differentiable structure on the two disk, M* is diffeomorphic 
to the unit disk in the complex plane. So regarding M*, let W,* = (x* E M*]Im(x*) > 
- l/2} and W.! = {x* E M*IIm(x*) < l/2}. It is clear that one can construct differentiable 
cross-sections (of maximal rank) cp + : WT --+ M and cp _ : Wf --) M of the orbit map, 
in such a way that the isotropy groups on the images of q+ and cp_ are either H or K. 
It is also easy to see that we can assume that ‘p+ = ip- near the component of Wz A W_* 
n B* containing (- l), and that, near the other component of Wz n W_* n B* p+ and q _ 
differ only by the operation of a (constant) element of G (actually of a representative of the 
nontrivial element of N’/K’ x Z2 ; see #V and VI). 
The comparison function f : W,* n W_* ----* N(H),/M z L’, defined as in $Vl, is 
constant near points of B* and is differentiable. It may be assumed, for convenience, 
thatfis also constant along vertical lines (that is,f(x) depends only on the real part of x), 
so that we may think off as a map from A* = [- l,l] to L’. 
It is not hard to check that f determines the transformation group up to an equivariant 
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diffeomorphism. Moreover, we are free to change-f by any differentiable homotopy through 
maps of the same type, since we are certainly able to change the cross-section q+ by opera- 
tion of a differentiable map $ : W,* - L’ such that G(x) = e for x near B* and such 
that JI]( W,* n W!) is constant on vertical lines. 
However, since two differentiable maps [ - l,l] --P L’ constant near - 1 and 1, are 
differentiably homotopic (relative to end points) if and only if they are continuously homo- 
topic, it follows that the topological classification in gV1 is also a differentiable classification. 
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